Worldwide Spending on Pet Supplies 2017 in million Euro

World Total: Euro 98,687 million

Sources: Euromonitor & ZZF /IVH (for Germany)
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Western Europe: 25,683
Eastern Europe: 5,164
Middle East and Africa: 813
North America: 43,823
Latin America: 10,469
Asia Pacific: 2,943
Australasia: 9,789
Spending on Pet Supplies in Europe 2017 in million Euro

United Kingdom 5,313
Germany 4,838
France 4,604
Italy 3,097
Russia 2,741
Spain 1,517
Netherlands 1,301
Belgium 800
Poland 723
Sweden 666
Switzerland 598
Finland 455
Norway 444
Portugal 430
Denmark 393

Sources: Euromonitor & ZZF/IVH (for Germany)
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Top 10 Countries
Pets in Europe 2017 (in million)

- Russia: 47.4
- Germany: 34.3
- France: 29.6
- Italy: 29.0
- United Kingdom: 20.7
- Turkey: 16.5
- Spain: 15.8
- Poland: 15.4
- Ukraine: 15.0
- Netherlands: 11.1

Sources: Euromonitor & ZZF /IVH (for Germany)
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Fish and reptiles are not included in the data